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Overview
Created by the Nassau County Board of County Commissioners in 1988, the Amelia
Island Tourist Development Council (AITDC) oversees the development and marketing
of Amelia Island as a world-class tourism destination. As provided by Florida law, the
AITDC is responsible for the expenditure of revenues received from the levy and
imposition of the tourism development tax.

Serving as the umbrella organization for the visitor industry, the mission of the Tourist
Development Council is to serve the citizens and businesses of Amelia Island by
maximizing the economic impact of tourism and enhancing the quality of life. By doing
so, the AITDC strives to raise the awareness and importance of tourism to the economy
of Amelia Island. The efforts of the AITDC generate millions of dollars in visitor spending
annually. Those dollars help support a vibrant tourism industry which is Nassau
County’s largest private sector employer and collective generator of sales tax revenue.

The goals of the AITDC are to generate visitation to Amelia Island and its
attractions/special events, thereby increasing tax revenues, including sales taxes and
those imposed on the hospitality industry. In turn, those tax revenues may be used to
improve the quality of life for the citizens of the community, provide the support
necessary for beach re-nourishment, and ensure a viable hospitality industry. A healthy
tourism industry also supports the operation of city, county, and state-owned facilities,
such as the Fort Clinch State Park, Amelia Island Museum of History, bike trails, and
beachfront parks.
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By adopting this plan, the Amelia Island Tourist Development Council seeks to:
Define the goals, objectives, strategies, and programs for the marketing
efforts of the Amelia Island Tourist Development Council in fiscal year 2016.

Communicate those matters to firms and individuals who make up the local
tourism industry for their information or use in establishing their own
marketing programs.

Communicate those matters to other interested parties, including the Nassau
County Commission and Nassau County Clerk of Courts.

Serve as the coordinating tool for the staff and marketing agencies of the
AITDC, to integrate advertising, promotions, public relations, sales, special
events, and interactive services into a comprehensive program of work for
the year.

Provide a foundation upon which the operating budget can be based.

The plan is flexible to allow changes to occur to take advantage of unexpected
marketing opportunities that may arise during the year. Such changes may require
shifting of resources among objectives, strategies, or programs to ensure adequate
response to new opportunities.
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Value Statements
“In matters of style, swim with the current; in matters of principle, stand like a rock.”
- Thomas Jefferson

Our value statements serve as an internal organizational compass, helping us stay true
to the mission stated above while providing a lens for navigating the complex
landscape. We dub these our “Jedi values”, which describe our philosophical mindset.

1.

Provide a high quality experience for visitors, while protecting the high quality of
life for residents.

2.

Protect and promote our valuable natural assets, namely

Our beaches
Our maritime forest
Our wetlands

3.

Generate economic opportunity and support the social/cultural structure of the
destination.

4.

Continue to grow visitation at a sustainable level while we expand our efforts to
target visitors who are more economically valuable and socially synonymous.

5.

Build respect, credibility and trust amongst our peers and in the community.
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Executive Summary
“Many leading cities understand that their competitiveness is directly linked to their
capacity to bring social, economic and environmental well-being. The DMO has a key
role to support community goals and values while creating competitive difference and
generating new business.”1

In FY2016, we as Amelia Island tourism stakeholders find ourselves at an inflection
point. We are fortunate to have benefited from aggressive growth in the past six years,
enjoying a leading position in our competitive set while continuing to be a top economic
driver in the county. We are promoting the right product to the right audience at the time
when they are most receptive to our message. Now we are in a position to support our
authenticity, build the foundation for sustainability and be more selective in whom we
attract to Amelia Island. And so we pause to reexamine our mission statement: “to serve
the citizens and businesses of Amelia Island by maximizing the economic impact of
tourism and thus enhancing the quality of life.” We must face the challenge of balancing
economic growth with mitigated negative externalities arising from tourism, all while
continuing to provide an authentic Amelia Island experience to our visitors. We shift our
roadmap toward sustainable growth, protecting the resources that make us
unique to the world, attractive to tourists, and, most importantly, livable for
residents. These resources that make us unique may also prove to be the most fragile.
Clearly, business as usual is not an option if we plan to embrace a sustainable path.
The AICVB’s vision for the destination is to shift our visitor base, creating sustainable
growth, while increasing tourism revenues for greater economic impact. Everything we
do as an organization in FY2016 ladders up to our principle goal of cultivating the
organization’s role of destination stewardship. As we build this role, we will lead
overnight visitors to stay longer and explore even more of the island’s offering.
1

DMAI: HTTP://EDITION.PAGESUITE-PROFESSIONAL.CO.UK/LAUNCH.ASPX?EID=92074FF9-D377-4831-9E115D9C504973B4
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A Year in Brief
As Amelia Island tourism stakeholders, we as a community have reason to celebrate
the success of the current fiscal year. Tourism is an integral part of our local economy,
creating jobs, driving sales revenue and making your home a desirable, memorable
place to vacation. We quantify our industry performance in the following 2015
performance highlights:

A projected $500MM in total economic impact
A sixth straight year of record-breaking taxable revenue reaching a projected
$125MM2
$154 in visitor-related expenditures3 generated for every dollar invested in
marketing by the AITDC
1 in 4 jobs in Nassau County this fiscal year in tourism
A 5.8% increase YoY in average household income of visitors, with an average
HHI of $124,1284
A 5% increase in total base budget for a trip, totaling $2,2155
97.1% visitor satisfaction with the trip to Amelia Island6
And 97.5% of visitors stating they would recommend Amelia Island to friends and
family as a vacation destination7

2

Based on Monthly Taxable Collections Report, September 2015
Total economic impact of $500,000,000/marketing budget of $3,229,825
4 Research Data Services, Q2 2015 Visitor Profile
5 Research Data Services, Q2 2015 Visitor Profile
6 Research Data Services, Q2 2015 Visitor Profile
7 Research Data Services, Q2 2015 Visitor Profile
3
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KPI Performance8

Metric

Goal

Actual

YoY increase, 12month running

Occupancy

69.6%

70.7%

5.1%

ADR

$211.83

$213.41

5.6%

RevPar

$144.98

$150.80

11%

Demand

462,517

478,424

5%

Revenue

101,238,107

102,102,152

10.9%

Visitor Snapshot 9

According to the Amelia Island visitor profile, our visitors through the second quarter of
2015 were:
Average head of household age - 49.3 years old
Household income - $124,128 (+5.7% from 2014)
Average party spend - $2,215 (+5% from 2014)
First visit to Amelia Island – 54.3%
Average length of stay - 4.7 days
Average party size – 3.0 people
49.4% of visitors traveled as couples while 34.6% were families (+6.8%)
68.7% of visitors visited Amelia Island on vacation with 17.3% as a getaway and
8.8% on business
53.9% of visitors selected Amelia Island for the beach
97.1% of visitors were very satisfied or satisfied with Amelia Island
97.6% of visitors would recommend Amelia Island to friends/relatives
84.4% of visitors plan to return themselves

8
9

Smith Travel Research STR report, through September 2015
Research Data Services, Inc, Second quarter 2015 Visitor Profile
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Economic Impact of Visitors from Amelia Island’s Top Feeder Markets

We recognize that our audience is not monolithic and our research findings vary by both
season and visitor origin. As indicated in the previous charts, the economic impact of
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our visitors varies by feeder markets. By segmenting our audiences by feeder states,
we have a greater understanding of the economic impact and travel habits of our key
audiences and thus, can tailor our marketing decisions based on solid research. Those
visitors traveling from the northeast corridor have a stronger impact on the local
economy as they stay for a longer length of time and spend a higher per capita spend
during their stay. In calendar year 2015, visitors from New York/New Jersey stayed an
average of 3.9 nights with a per capita spending of $755.40 per stay versus a visitor
from Georgia with an average stay of 2.9 nights and $572.33 in spending. Visitors from
Pennsylvania stayed 4.6 nights with a per capita spending per stay of $743.86 while
Massachusetts visitors spent the most per capita at $760.73 per stay. Those visitors
traveling from within the state of Florida have an average length of stay of 2.3 days and
less than $391 of spending per stay. Unlike shorter distance drive markets, fly markets
are also less subject to weather cancellations. Based on this research we will continue
to focus on growing the further distance markets to assist in increasing our yield with
longer length of stay visits and increased incremental, in-market spend.
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State of the organization: looking inward
“Look within. Within is the fountain of good, and it will ever bubble up,
if thou wilt ever dig”
- Marcus Aurelius

As an organization, we are data-driven, making marketing decisions based upon a
reliable feedback loop. From in-person data capture at the Welcome Center to feedback
on our printed Visitor Guide, and from content analysis of our TripAdvisor forums to
Google Analytics data on website usage, all our consumer touch-points have begun to
shape our content strategy.

To plan improvements to the 2016 Visitor Guide, for example, we surveyed roughly
10,000 recipients of the physical collateral, asking for their assessment, usage,
impressions and suggestions. We learned that over ⅔ of respondents had either visited
or planned to do so, and that ¾ of those who visited brought the guide on vacation with
them to help guide their decisions. While the majority of respondents responded very
favorably to the guide, marking it an average 6.17/7 on the measurement scale, we did
extract some key insights and a created a plan of action through detailed text analysis:

Respondents wanted more recommendations on activities, restaurants and
landmarks; this led us to plan to integrate itineraries into the new Visitor Guide
Respondents were frustrated by the lack of useful detail on the map. At a
minimum, they wanted to understand which amenities and things to see/do were
available near their lodging locations. In response, we plan to select a new
vendor to produce our map, including key points of interest.
Respondents liked many of the photos but seemed to indicate they would more
enjoy images of real scenes and people. To address this insight, we will
incorporate more UGC.
Additionally, we identified some comments around wanting local insights.
Because this is in line with the industry trend of hyper-localization, we elevate
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these comments and have requested “top 3” list and favorite things to do from a
diverse array of local Amelia Island personalities and business owners.

As we optimize the print edition, we also plan digital optimizations. In FY2016, new
media partnerships with advanced tracking technologies will help make us an even
smarter marketing organization, understanding the markets and personas that best
align with our goals.

With a staff of six full-time employees, we offer complementary skill sets with deep
individual specializations that allow our team to work efficiently and discover ways to
grow capacity. For example, media planning was pulled in-house in FY2015, saving an
estimated $300,000 in agency fees. The media buying disciplines from research,
negotiation, trafficking and evaluation are now provided within the organization.

In FY2016, we will continue to build redundancy within the organization through training
and enhanced internal communication. This will serve to keep operations running
smoothly in the event of a change in resources or a crisis situation.

Recognition

Amelia Island has long been recognized as a unique destination, and this year we hear
the world applaud once again for our gem of an island. Once again, Amelia Island was
named one of the “10 Best Islands in the U.S.” by Conde Nast as part of their Readers’
Choice Awards. To add more feathers to our hat, three Amelia Island properties,
including Elizabeth Pointe Lodge, The Ritz-Carlton Amelia Island, and Omni Amelia
Island Plantation, were included in the Readers’ Choice “Top 25 Resorts in Florida”.

The Amelia Island Convention & Visitors Bureau met rigorous certification requirements,
being approved by Destination Marketing Association International (DMAI) for
accreditation as part of their Destination Marketing Accreditation Program. This
prestigious honor recognizes CVB destination marketing organizations that meet a high
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level of quality and performance standards within the industry. The accreditation seal
exemplifies a destination marketing organization's (DMO) commitment to industry
excellence and to raising the performance and accountability of similar organizations
around the world. To be eligible for accreditation, AICVB successfully fulfilled 58
mandatory standards in various areas, including governance, finance, human
resources, sales, communications, destination development and research.

We have also been recognized as an organization for our marketing programs with a
variety of industry awards. We have achieved international status by competing with
DMOs across the world on our efforts, resulting in these honors:
Four Flagler Awards at VISIT FLORIDA’s annual Florida Governor’s Conference on
Tourism: the Henry Award in the Internet Advertising category, and three Silver Awards
for Mobile Marketing, Best Website, and Resource/Promotional Material-Trade
categories.

Ameliaisland.com won Kentico Website of the Year in the Travel and Tourism Category
Kentico is the Content Management System we use; it runs over 18,000 websites in 90
countries including more than 450 Travel and Tourism sites such as Seattle and San
Antonio. Amelia Island beat out fellow top three finalists Visit Dublin and Australia’s
Adventure World.

Silver W³ Award in the General Website-Tourism Category. These international awards
honor creative excellence on the web. They are judged by the Academy of Interactive
and Visual Arts, an invitation-only body consisting of top-tier professionals from
acclaimed media, interactive, advertising, and marketing firms. AIVA members include
executives from organizations such as Conde Nast, Disney, The Ellen Degeneres
Show, Microsoft, MTV Networks, Polo Ralph Lauren, Sotheby's Institute of Art, Wired,
Yahoo! and many others.
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Competitive set

Destinations, both domestic and international, are vying for the same markets as Amelia
Island. Identified by our audience, the world class destinations we compete against
include:
Savannah, GA
Charleston, SC
Hilton Head/Beaufort, SC
Jacksonville, FL
Jacksonville Beach, FL
St. Augustine, FL
Panhandle/Fort Walton, FL
Daytona Beach, FL
Brunswick/Kingsland, GA

According to Smith Travel Research (STR)10, Amelia Island plays a leading role in
occupancy, ADR, and RevPar as compared to our competitive set and the state of
Florida. For the past 12 months running, our ADR of $213.41, 37% higher than the next
highest ADR. Amelia Island’s RevPar at $150.80 outshines the nearest competition by
32%. Amelia Island’s mean occupancy, ADR and RevPar outperform the Florida
average, and our ADR and RevPar lead the comp set.
Calendar year-to-date figures11 are also provided below.

10
11

Smith Travel Research STR report, through September 2015
Smith Travel Research STR report, through September 2015
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Occupancy YTD
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RevPar YTD
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State of the landscape
“Consistency is the last refuge of the unimaginative”
– Oscar Wilde
Organizations focused on past performance and the current competitive landscape tend
to become myopic, reactive. Organizations that succeed identify value drivers in the
remote environment, looking 5-10 years into the future, forecasting shifts and
establishing competitive methods.

As the Amelia Island destination management organization, we are the body ultimately
responsible for positioning the destination to compete - today and tomorrow. To do so,
we must be aware of market forces, helping Amelia Island navigate potential threats
and future opportunities. Today, we observe value drivers that could not have been
forecasted just 5 years ago. Here are a select few (non-exhaustive) examples of major
shifts in the landscape that we are experiencing:

The shared economy. Car-sharing service Uber, vacation rental site VRBO,
and hotel alternative AirBnB have allowed consumers to separate their lodging,
transportation and activity options. Hotel substitutes such as vacation rentals and
the growth of AirBnB.have the following effects:


Creation of new requirements and work-streams for enforcement,
ensuring the health and safety of guests, and that the appropriate state
and local taxes are remitted.



Decentralization and unbundling the vacation offering



New consumer expectations around hyper-local experiences with activities
such as shopping tours, favorite coffee shop tours and 1:1 guided
sightseeing.

Advanced planning of activities, unless highly specialized, tend to occur within
the market, driving a need for local tourism organizations to provide in-market
offers and information through technology such as beacons and geo-fencing.
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New entrants/developments in the marketplace, not limited to


The re-development of Jekyll Island and its “downtown”; the opening of
the Westin with 5,350 square feet of meeting space; and the new Jekyll
Island Convention Center, the only oceanfront convention center on the
east coast south of New Jersey, with 78,000 square feet of meeting
space.



The emergence of Cuba. Like Amelia Island, it offers culture, gastronomy
and favorable weather. While it has been accessible to Canadian tourists
for some time, it may become a competitor to the state of Florida for those
seeking a less commercialized experience. It is tempting to disregard
Cuba as too foreign and distant, but it will assuredly play a part in
competing for our audience.



Continued development of lodging offerings in Northeast Florida, including
five new properties in St. John’s County and the development of traditional
hotel facilities Hammock Beach Resort.

Changes in consumer behavior: US consumers continue their aversion to taking
time off from work. They are in fact taking less time off and doing more weekend
trips. Florida as a state is already seeing this trend realized in visitation. The
implications are:


With our primary markets being Florida and Georgia, we as Amelia Island
have the challenge of trying to have them stay longer.



While we hold ourselves accountable for increasing length of stay, we are
also making efforts to soften seasonality in December by targeting drive
markets that will presumably stay fewer than three nights. To increase
length of stay, we must expand into non-traditional markets in order to
avoid pulling down annual averages.

The Path Forward

Expectations are for the tourism industry on Amelia Island to remain vibrant. Now
imagine for a moment that Amelia Island takes the “business as usual route” without
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adapting to current and forecasted changes. For a moment, picture Amelia Island with
diminished tourism revenues. All other things being equal, the social fabric of unique
small businesses would fray, with some restaurants, boutiques and galleries closing
their doors. Funding from user fees would drop, lessening the ability to protect and
enhance our cultural and environmental resources. With higher unemployment, we
could expect our community to experience more negative social outcomes. Positive
media attention would falter. Real estate values would sink, undermining the community
tax base.

While the reassuring news is that tourism is here to stay with record numbers year over
year, we must orient ourselves firmly in the mind of the consumer while continuing to
outflank our competitors. Let us embrace the future so that Amelia Island can continue
to reap the economic benefits of tourism with minimal socio-cultural and environmental
impacts. To compete, now and tomorrow, we will institutionalize the goals, as well as
the following strategic objectives, to guide our business decisions.
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Goals
The high-arching, organizational goal of the AITDC is to generate visitation to Amelia
Island and its attractions/special events, thereby increasing tax revenues, including
sales taxes and those imposed on the hospitality industry. The overall 2016 marketing
plan goal will focus on cultivating the organization's role of destination stewardship,
building on the principle of creating sustainable growth for our future.

Key Performance Indicators

The large scale goals will be achieved by meeting or exceeding the following key
performance indicators that measure our overall success.

FY 2015

Growth

FY 2016

Occupancy

70.7%

2.8%

72.0%

ADR

$213.41

4.0%

$222.44

RevPAR

$150.80

6.0%

$160.15

Demand

478,424

1.0%

487,494

Revenue

$102,102,152

6.0%

$108,438,165
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Strategy
"There is no work of art without system."
- Le Corbusier
In the spirit of Visit Florida’s vision to establish Florida as the No. 1 travel destination in
the world, we wish to capitalize on Florida’s growing popularity in less sunny pockets of
the world (such as London) and lead the state in achieving key performance metrics. At
the same time, we will continue to be selective in who we attract to Amelia Island, with
sustainability in mind.
Building upon Visit Florida’s year-over-year growth in visitation, tourism spending and
increased share across all top leisure categories, Amelia Island has established a
strategic plan with a targeted, tactical, and quantifiable focus for the 2015-2016 fiscal
year. Contributing to Governor Rick Scott’s goal of 100 million visitors annually, Amelia
Island will concentrate our overall marketing strategy on six major strategic objectives.
But as Visit Florida states in their 2016 marketing plan: “The scale Florida has now
achieved also creates some challenges for sustainability.”

Strategic Pillars

Cultivate a role of destination stewardship. Expand our leadership role, anticipating
and addressing sustainability issues in environmental, economic and socio-cultural
spheres.

Stimulate balanced incremental growth that delivers the optimal economic impact
to Amelia Island through programs that
increase visitor spend
extend length of stay
reduce the gap between seasonal highs and lows,
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encourage repeat visitation, and
Position Amelia Island competitively today, and sustainably for
tomorrow

Content as King. Great content is the gravity and matter of our marketing ecosystem.
At its very core function, the destination marketing organization is responsible for
“storytelling”, capturing the imagination of the consumer and presenting the destination
as unique amongst all those they may consider. We will seize opportunities to
amplify great content by developing content partnerships, extend the TripAdvisor
relationship and align with new partners who can offer the credibility and authority of
their writers with loyal audiences. We will focus on editorial and shift how we define PR,
identifying and engaging advocates. And we will empower our 500,000 annual visitors
to share their impressions and memories socially, curating their conversations and
shareable content from other sources. All we do should enable storytelling and support
conversations in the peripheries.

Data-driven decision making. Through our relationship with Research Data Service,
Inc (RDS), our in-house research capabilities including our web analytics and Welcome
Center surveying, and the available travel industry research, the AICVB has a great
understanding of our Amelia Island visitors and the general travel industry. As an
organization we seek to apply this knowledge and understanding to make smart
decisions that are based on solid market research. In 2016, we will strive to ensure our
decision making and marketing efforts are rooted in solid market research, are highly
targeted, metric driven, and provide measurable results. We use a variety of filters to
evaluate new opportunities to determine not only what makes sense for our business
model and marketing strategy, but what is the most effective and efficient use of our
budget. When available, such as digital advertising, we select marketing initiatives that
allow us to actively analyze and optimize campaigns to ensure top performance and
track and measure the effectiveness of our ads and creative post campaign.
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One of the core principals in our smart decision making objective includes the focus on
the quality of audience over quantity of viewers. Our media purchase decisions are
not only made based on the quantity of viewers reached, but on the overall quality of the
audience. We want to reach the type of potential visitors we would welcome to Amelia
Island across all their lifetime milestones. Those that can appreciate the dynamic
offering and are eager to explore different experiences over time, support local
businesses and respect nature. They stay longer and have greater expenditures. Per
Visit Florida, “Size matters, but impact matters more”.12

Leveraging relationships
Amelia Island will continue to leverage our relationships with professional organizations
such as Visit Florida, Brand USA, Florida’s First Coast of Golf, Destination Marketing
Association International (DMAI), and the Florida Association of Destination Marketing
Organization to expand our reach, increase our impact, grow our industry knowledge
and stretch our budgets. We develop and cultivate strong partnerships with our media
publishers to create powerful relationships that allow for greater opportunity. We will
continue to utilize professional agencies as extensions of our staff for expertise where
cost effective, while building an internal organization capacity of core competencies. We
will coordinate internal and external resources to foster a collaborative approach
conducive to innovation. We will tap into in-house resources where there is a
combination of untapped potential and cost efficiency.

Agencies:
Paradise
My Agency
Digital Edge
Silvertech
Hayworth
Research Data Services (RDS)

12

Visit Florida 2015-6 Marketing Plan: http://www.visitflorida.org/media/7987/currentmarketingplan.pdf
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Environment for innovation and evolution.
“Success is not final. Failure is not fatal”
– Winston Churchill
We will embrace new technology partnerships. We’ll take risks, measure and evaluate.
Our organization will accept a healthy amount of failure as critical to forward
momentum.
Something for (nearly) everyone.
Amelia Island offers a diverse array of amenities, attractions and services. We aren’t a
spring break party destination, nor are we theme-park dependent, but we do have an
incredible number of cultural and natural assets that inspire visitors with diverse
interests.

Visitor targeting.
The smartest decision making tactic we can employ is to highly refine and target our
messaging to a specific, desired audience to increase our return on investment (ROI)
and stretch our budgets to max capacity. As our overall strategy shifts to one of
sustainability focused on smart, economic growth, we will continue to concentrate on
growing yield, through increased taxable room sales, and growing ROI, through
increasing average daily rate, targeting higher household incomes in affluent markets,
and increasing visitor in-market spending.

We will achieve yield and ROI growth by highly targeting a specific audience, built
primarily of those visitors who will stay longer and spend more, and those that match an
Amelia Island traveler mindset. Since we have found that those visitors from further
distance markets, whether fly or over a 5-hour drive radius, have a longer length of stay
and a higher spend volume, we feel we can have a higher economic impact to Amelia
Island’s economy by targeting those markets. This methodology also ensures we are
good stewards to our local community by concentrating on the quality of visitors versus
24
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the quantity. By taking a highly targeted approach to our marketing efforts in 2016, we
will focus on demand capture versus generation.

Geographic Target Markets
In 2014, Florida’s total visitor numbers reached an all-time high of over 98.9 million, with
84% of travelers coming from domestic origins. Although Florida attracts visitors from all
50 states, most of them come from markets east of the Mississippi. The top feeder
states to Florida are Georgia, New York, Texas and New Jersey with Ohio and Illinois
tied for the fifth spot. The top five feeder DMAs for Florida include New York City,
Atlanta, Chicago, Boston and Washington DC. (Visit Florida 2015-16 Marketing Plan)

At this time, Amelia Island is predominantly drive-market tourism based location. In the
second quarter of 2015, nearly 70% of visitors traveled by personal car followed by
28.6% by plane and 22.4% rental car. The origins of Amelia Island’s visitors hail mostly
from the Southeast, Northeast and then Midwest, respectively. The major states of
origin in order are Georgia, Florida, New York/New Jersey, North Carolina,
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Ohio, Illinois, Massachusetts and Michigan.
The DMA’s in order include Atlanta, Jacksonville, greater Orlando, New York/New
Jersey, Savannah, Charlotte, Tampa/St Petersburg, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia and
Tallahassee. Foreign market visitation to Amelia Island was up 30% in 2014 to just over
25,000 visitors. (Q2 Visitor Profile)

For 2016, our marketing efforts will focus on targeting our proven and emerging
domestic markets and growing our international market share. As stated previously, for
the domestic market we will continue to concentrate on growing the further distance
drive and flight geographic markets while maintaining our presence in our established,
core markets in the southeast.

For the 2016 fiscal year, the AICVB will focus our targeting on the following geographic
markets:
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Domestic Target Markets

Atlanta, GA
Continues to be our number one DMA with a high awareness and affinity for the
destination. Fits in both the fly and drive-market spheres.

Emerging markets
These are long-distance drive or fly markets that we’ve been penetrating for several
years, which have resulted in our desired growth. These DMA’s are more accustomed
to a higher level of spend and have a greater affinity for warm weather getaways and
cultural activities than our southeast neighbors.

New York/New Jersey metro
Boston
Washington, DC metro
Chicago
Charlotte
Nashville

Georgia
This encompasses the remainder of the state outside of Atlanta, including Savannah,
Valdosta and Waycross. Georgia is usually the top producing state for Amelia Island
visitation and Georgians have a strong brand awareness and high repeat visitor rate.

Florida
The AICVB strategy will continue to move away from in-state advertising with the
exception of limited placements targeting special events and needs dates for specific
offers. Markets of interest within Florida include Orlando, Gainesville/Ocala, Tampa and
Jacksonville. Although Florida is one of our top producing states, we will target these
travelers through more public relations efforts versus paid advertising placements.
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International Target Markets
Visit Florida continues to see record growth in international travel to the state. Canada
remains Florida’s strongest source of international visitors, contributing 4% of Florida’s
total volume. More than half of the international visitors to Florida originate from five
global markets: Canada, Brazil, the United Kingdom, Germany and Mexico. Florida’s
international visitors spent more than $16.7 million in 2014 with the Foundation Five
global markets accounting for nearly 56% of the total spending.

In 2014, Amelia Island saw 25,377 foreign visitors, an increase of 30% year over year.
As the CVB enters our second of a three-to-five year strategy to increase our
international visitation, will keep our focus on the three core markets of Canada, the
United Kingdom and Germany.

A variety of marketing initiatives will be activated in the international markets including
multi-channel advertising, trade shows, and public relations. We will use interactive
marketing and social media to build awareness in key markets of opportunity,
specifically the highly digital German market. The AICVB will return to the World Travel
Market in London and ITB International Tourism Convention in Berlin this fiscal year.

Canada
Canada remains Florida’s strongest source of international visitors, accounting for 27%
of Florida’s international visitation, with over 4.2 million visitors in 2014. Although the
Canadian dollar continues to be weak, their five-year growth is up 61%. Canadians will
continue to travel to Florida, but will spend less. Canadian snowbirds are a wellestablished Florida target during the winter months. The AICVB will focus on this market
for extended stays during our off-peak seasons.

Europe
European travelers also have ample time to vacation; even if they are not retired, most
European professionals receive at least four weeks paid vacation.
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The key factor to understand about our international market development efforts is that
we have a ‘product’ - a destination - with singular and strong appeal to upper-income
travelers. The availability of luxury lodging, the fact that we are an island, and the
ample and unique eco-tourism offerings are strong draws. As the connectivity to Amelia
Island increases, (through additional flights to Florida from Europe) our efforts to build
awareness of this “enchanted island” will position us to take advantage of international
opportunities.

United Kingdom
With the U.K. economy forecasting to be one of the strongest in Europe through 2016,
this area continues to be a market of opportunity. The U.K. has a high level of Florida
familiarity but travelers are looking for something new to experience, giving Amelia
Island an advantage. The U.K. market also has strong air lift to Florida and are willing to
drive upon arrival. According to Visit Florida research, U.K. visitors travel in small
groups and take multigenerational holidays.

Germany
Although German visitors only accounted for 3% of Florida’s international visitors in
2014, their propensity to travel for eco-based and nature related travel make Amelia
Island a desirable destination. German spending in Florida has increased 47% during
the last four years. Roughly one-fifth of Florida’s German visitors used information from
a travel agency office for trip planning and 20% used travel guides.

The vast majority of travelers from German-speaking countries are considered to be in
the “A” level in terms of price sensitivity, meaning that the cost of a trip (strongly
influenced by the pace of the economic recovery and the strength of the dollar that have
in 2015 made it more expensive for Europeans to visit the US) is not a top deciding
factor.
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Target Audience Demographics

To further refine our target audience past geographic location, the AICVB will focus on
the following audience demographics:

Adults, ages 35-64
Generally female decision maker
$125,000+ household income
Couples, Empty-nesters, Families

We will further segment our audience demographics into the subdivisions of volume and
growth targets by age generation and type of traveler. We feel our volume targets are
those established markets that provide the base of visitors to Amelia Island which
include mature travelers and couples, while our growth targets are those that we are
seeking to build up for future sustainability as the age generations evolve.

Volume Targets:
Mature
Baby boomers (born early 1940s - 1960s)
Couples
Romance
Wedding/anniversary
Growth Targets:
Affluent Families
Generation X (born early 1960s - 1980s)
Young Professionals
Millennials/Generation Y (born early 1980s - 2000s)
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Mindset, Persona Targeting:
As we cast a net at our intended audience, we extend our reach and increase our brand
awareness in our targeted geographic markets to a wide audience with our desired
demographics. To further cultivate and narrow our desired audience, we will also
incorporate Mindset Targeting which will allow us to hone in on like-minded visitors
seeking the type of trip, activities, and atmosphere that Amelia Island provides. Mindset
targeting also allows us to focus on specific niche markets. We can then develop
sample itineraries tailored towards these specific mindsets or personas for an extremely
customized message making a greater impact on the target.

Travel enthusiasts


Love to travel, looking for something “new or different” and “authentic”

Experiential travelers


Seek a destination where they can be active with a variety of
experiences including outdoor recreation or light adventure. This group
seeks social currency through experiences.

Nature explorers


Appreciate natural beauty and look for a destination that both supports
an outdoor lifestyle but also focuses on sustainability in the community

Golf fanatics


Play and travel specifically for the love of the golf game

Wedding trekkers


Join family and friends for destination weddings

Wellness gurus


Pursue a destination where they can continue their lifestyle focus on
health and wellness

Leisure gatherers


Travel for reunions, religious/fraternal organizations, or other leisure
groups
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Gender tourists


Girlfriend getaways, guy trips, LGBT travelers

Business travelers


Encompasses both meetings and group markets but also individual
traveling for business
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Our Approach
“Do or do not do. There is no try.”
– Yoda

Paid, Owned, Earned & Converged Media
In the past, we have planned our marketing efforts based on strict media types defined
as traditional advertising, social media, interactive, and special events. In this past year,
we have moved toward a collaborative approach across channels, breaking down silos
and integrating our marketing communications. Today, we recognize that much of the
path to purchase and up to the physical tourism experience is digital. Digital also drives
purchase decisions in-market and facilitates the preservation, revival and sharing of
memories when trips are complete. Digital enables us to track campaign performance in
a very real way. Nonetheless, integrated advertising across channels is vital to brand
awareness and frequency. We continue to place our ads in leading travel publications at
the top of the funnel for their alignment with our affinity categories. We observe a
marked increase in direct traffic by market correlated to TV advertising, and will
continue targeting our growth markets. And we will use radio to target commuters and
help drive regional visitation to key events. Together, the media works in harmony
rather than as a single, catchy melody, to attract visitors.
Achieving our strategic goals of increasing yield by reaching targeted audiences around
the world, requires us to do two things: capture their attention and inspire them to
become our advocates. At the same time, this sophisticated, highly mobile target
audience is rapidly becoming able to avoid and ignore traditional advertising channels,
most notably banner ads with the rise of ad-blocking software and other changes.
For those reasons, we will categorize our media channels as Paid, Owned, Earned and
Converged. Paid media refers to plans in which an advertiser pays for placement of
their creative and can encompass print, radio, digital and social. Owned channels are
those branded by Amelia Island, where we push out and curate content with some level
of control. Earned media stems from exposure to word of mouth, advertising, owned
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media content and other earned conversations; it means a traveler-generated or shared
image or conversation of any sentiment about our brand, raising issues of reputation
management. Finally, convergence media is our True North: it combines the targeting
of paid media with the control of owned channels and the profusion of conversations it
sparks, all packaged into a trackable campaign with returns to scale.
To maximize effectiveness, these efforts should be informed by consumer insight and
behavior.

Paid media
In the case of destination marketing, despite the complexity of the consumer journey,
the media planning discipline calls for a funnel-based approach. Our paid media
extends principally across digital, print, radio and TV channels.

At the top of the funnel, we extend reach toward our target consumers with brand
creative. We align with premium lifestyle publishers who offer affluent, loyal readers. In
FY2016, top-funnel placements will have social integration or editorial coverage,
ensuring that our creative placements are enhanced by the authority and credibility of
the publication and its journalists. The majority of our traditional ad budget will be
concentrated at the top of the funnel, building destination awareness and reach through
lifestyle affinities. Additionally, we will test new media partners that promise to deliver
our more nuanced audience. For example, we will launch a campaign with Lonely
Planet in January that includes a custom article written by a Lonely Planet staffer; the
article, in conjunction with our brand ads, will be promoted on the publisher site through
native ads.

In the mid- to low-funnel, we aim to enhance consideration and intercept the
competition. Further down, the goal is to increase engagement in users who have
already interacted with the brand and to drive users to conversion. In these portions of
the funnel, we will target evaluators and engagers with a focus on efficiency. To
enhance our capabilities, we look to technology partners who will take our reporting to
the next level. For example, we will buy media with Adara, a travel ad network that will
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provide direct booking data, helping us build an attribution story around our paid media.
We will also extend our relationship with TripAdvisor, which will report on those travelers
exposed to ads who physically arrive on Amelia Island (Arrivalist technology) while
offering a brand lift study.

As of October 1, 2015, we are now experimenting with paid search to 1) drive traffic to
our site content, 2) fill in gaps where our organic search does not rank on the first
results page for relevant terms, and 3) support seasonal and promotional campaigns.
Additionally, the AICVB is investing $30,000 in a 3-month campaign with current
booking partner, JackRabbit, to launch a metasearch campaign. Test partners’ results
are currently live on Trivago, TripAdvisor and Google and rank competitively with those
of major OTAs. The aim of the program is to drive direct booking traffic, effectively
reducing dependence on OTAs and the impact of their steep commissions.

A key use of paid media moving forward will be targeted spending to amplify great
original content and UGC that we have permission to use, particularly on social
channels such as Facebook and Twitter. These providers also offer relatively
inexpensive, highly-targeted ads.

In the past year, the AICVB nimbly adapted as the industry moved away from Flashbased animated ads, building all units in HTML 5. This year, a larger threat looms, that
of ad-blockers. We scrutinize each publisher and their formats, ensuring that our media
plan achieves balance. This makes editorial integration, a focus on content and
alternatives such as native ads more appealing in FY2015.
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A snapshot of the digital media plan for FY2016 is below:
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Partner Cooperative Advertising

The Amelia Island Convention and Visitors Bureau offers our partners an advertising
cooperative programming, allowing partners to extend their brand and reach while
optimizing our buying power and marketing budget. Our co-op programs are a costeffective way for partners to reach targeted travelers and leverage the DMO’s
advertising investments and destination promotion. The AITDC follows the Visit Florida
strategy that everything is “co-op-able.”

Print
The 2016 print advertising co-op opportunities include are variety of placements in
regional lifestyle publications. The AICVB negotiates down the insertion rates with our
larger buying power and underwrites the cost of the ads by 50% for lodging partners
and 25% for attractions and restaurants. All creative in the print co-op program is
branded 100% for the partner. Print co-op opportunities are available in the following
publications:
Atlanta Magazine
First Coast Magazine
Jacksonville Bride
Charlotte Magazine
Charlotte Wedding
Washingtonian
Nashville Lifestyles
Chicago Magazine

Digital
The Amelia Island Convention and Visitors Bureau will invest in four digital co-ops to
extend special opportunities to local businesses. The CVB essentially subsidizes these
placements in order for our partners to experiment and assess performance in
environments that may have been otherwise inaccessible.
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Email. Local partners with special offers or seasonal packages can reach our
weekly email subscribers for rates starting at $350 that include writing and
design. Maximum one paid placement per month.
Madden Media re-targeting. Reach users who have already visited
AmeliaIsland.com through standard IAB display banners with your branding.
Packages start as low as $750 for 6 weeks.
TripAdvisor. On the world’s largest travel review site, reach engaged researchers
with an interest in Amelia Island through display banners for a reduced CPM. Our
co-ops advertisers have historically received impressive click-through rates and
conversions attributed to TripAdvisor.
MetaDirect. Send search traffic from TripAdvisor, Google and Trivago directly to
your booking engines, helping increase your direct bookings and decrease your
dependence on OTAs with their steep commission structure. Packages begin at
$750/mo with a 3 month commitment.
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Owned media
“You can't rely on bringing people downtown, you have to put them there.”
― Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities

The AICVB has established a critical mass of traffic across many owned channels. At
each interaction point, whether brick and mortar or digital, we are making an impression
on the user and inviting them into an ongoing conversation. We are the voice that
communicates the diversity of experiences on Amelia Island, encouraging our
audience to visit and to explore all the island has to offer.

Our owned media channels include the following:

AmeliaIsland.com. Relaunched in January 2015, the award-winning site offers
responsive design across devices and an elegant architecture and navigation.
The primary role of the website is that of storytelling, especially with the lion’s
share of users visiting for the first time. With two thirds of our traffic on mobile or
tablet devices, information as a utility is also of paramount importance. Direct
booking takes a tertiary role, but even so, an estimated $1.84MM in economic
impact13 was driven through the embedded JackRabbit widgets last year for our
local lodging partners.
Last fiscal year was a build year, during which we learned from visitor behaviors
and laid the foundations for the growth ahead. This fiscal year, we will:


Consolidate marketing channels into the site for greater SEO benefits and
cost efficiencies. On day 1 of the new fiscal year, our blog and calendar
were brought into ameliaisland.com for greater SEO benefits and CMS
control, as well as cost efficiencies.



Launch themed travel guides for target personas, built to support the
island’s positioning while promoting upcoming events and recommending

13

JackRabbit ROI calculator using assumptions provided by Research Data Services
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itineraries that encourage greater local spending. The travel guides will
showcase the diverse experiences the destination has to offer. For
example, Q1 will see the production of an Arts & Culture travel guide full of
events, itineraries and spotlights on the island’s gravitational force for
talent and audiences alike.


Take our content marketing plan to the next level with more articles,
interviews and influencer-contributors.

The Welcome Center. On June 8, 2015, the new Amelia Island Welcome
Center, housed in the historic Train Depot, was unveiled to the public with much
fanfare and attendance by local and state VIPs. The location marries state of the
art touchscreen technology with the architectural significance of a local landmark.
Since its reopening, the Center has seen 17,000 visitors from across the world
and is projected at 48,000 for the year. Further, the staff at the Center
communicate with their colleagues to share top questions and requests. For
example, “Is there anything for my family to do on a rainy day?” turned into a
popular blog post with top indoor experiences, from the Museum of History to the
local library.
Weekly Emails. With phenomenal open rates across a variety of messages,
from upcoming events to special accommodations packages, the all-inclusive
email list totals 51,000 recipients with an active list of 11,000. In FY2016, we will
begin to segment our lists by those who have communicated key dates, using
those to send communications around anniversaries, babymoons and other
invitations around lifetime milestones.
Content Studio. As users flock to mobile devices and the use of video on those
devices, be it on websites or social channels continue to skyrocket, we will join
the world’s leading organizations in creating content that is enjoyable and invites
viewers to experience and share it. In 2016, we plan to increase our in-house
production of videos that are engaging, authentic, and relevant, focusing on the
true experience of visiting Amelia Island.
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Social Media Platforms. Every day, we reach out to targeted consumers across
platforms: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and now Periscope. The hashtags
#ameliaisland and #loveamelia brand us across digital channels. While there is
some variation from platform to platform in order to best serve the strategy and
intended audience, across our social channels and on our website and blog, we
maintain a tone and voice that rings clear and credible, inviting the viewer to
explore and enjoy our ‘enchanted island.’


Facebook. Facebook strategy is threefold: 1) Transform first- time visitors
to loyal repeat visitors, 2) amplify local pride in our unique residence, and
3) delight our entire audience with what is authentically Amelia Island.
Engagement is strong across likes, shares and comments; Facebook is a
top 20 source of website traffic converts at under $7 per conversion.14



Twitter and Periscope. Our Twitter strategy is to connect with tourism
industry and lifestyle influencers and to gain a critical mass of
conversations. Goals are centered around press pick-ups and frequency,
keeping Amelia Island relevant in social conversations. On the trade side,
we participate in Twitter Chats hosted by Visit Florida, most recently with
family travel and pet-friendly themed chats. These have added travel
influencers with large followings to our followers while providing us a
chance to contrast our offerings with other, more well-known Florida spots.
A typical chat has a reach of over 3 million, and each of these Chats has
garnered us followers who in turn have a large number of followers.
Among the first to market for Florida DMOs on (Twitter-owned) Periscope,
we stream live video of evanescent moments such as the shrimp festival
boat parade. Our “always on” approach allows us to serve as the local
news for happenings relevant to tourists. [@Go2AmeliaIsland]



Instagram. The breathtaking beauty of Amelia Island lends itself perfectly
to Instagram. Our strategy is to visually transport users to moments that
are uniquely Amelia Island. We see the beauty in everyday island life and

14

Google Analytics
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offer a fresh perspective on detail. We showcase user- generated content,
with an emphasis on #nofilter. Our abundant natural resources render
editing completely optional, so that all contributors feel welcome. Amelia
Island Instagram images surface across consumer touchpoints, including
on displays in our Welcome Center, on ameliaisland.com, and regularly
cross-posted on Twitter and Facebook.


Content supports these goals. Original content is complemented by social
listening in two ways: engaging in dialogue and sharing relevant content
from other authors, like the top 5 lists that users love. And users are
invited to dive deep into blog content.

Owned media gives us longevity and adaptability. A viral blog post could be shared and
re-shared by thousands of people for years to come. We might pay to promote it
initially, (see the section on converged media,) but we don’t have to keep paying to
have it reach our audience. We can craft the message, plus repurpose it in a way that
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works across platforms (ie, a story that gets a lot of shares is featured on the website,
which attracts the attention of a Twitter influencer, who shares a promotion, etc.) And, if
the content is ours to use as we wish, we can share it with stakeholders and repurpose
to support them as needed.
Printed Visitor Guide. As the main physical collateral, the guide is an important
source of information both for selling the island to potential visitors and for being
a handy guidebook that supports on-island purchase decisions. It can be
requested online or by phone, and is distributed through the Welcome Center
and our partners. In FY2015, we conducted a survey to assess the efficacy of the
guide. The results were largely positive, with an average of 6.14/7 in satisfaction
with the utility and aesthetics of the guide, and over 2/3 who had visited or
planned to visit Amelia Island. With the results came some learnings on the need
for an improved map, more natural photos and more itineraries that will shape
the FY2016 revised guide.
As part of our content strategy, we produce original content, including web listings, web
pages, microsites, articles, blog posts, and more. This year, we will get ahead of the
curve by planning travel guides that align with booking windows before major events.
We will aggregate editorial, blog content, local spotlights that include “insider tips” from
residents, video (where available) and user-generated content. Please see the
Appendix for a snapshot of our planned content roll-out.

Earned Media
Every owned and paid channel should enable dialogue about our brands. Our blog, for
example, includes a share widget that allows users to post our content on their social
networks. Conversations happen in the peripheries; we attempt to corral and brand
them through hashtags such as #ameliaisland and #loveamelia, allowing us to easily
surface tagged mentions of Amelia Island. New technology partners, namely Chute,
allow us to gain rights to bring User-Generated Content (UGC) into the fold, sharing it
out again without legal liability.
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The larger shift will be in our PR efforts, as we move toward identifying and engagement
influencers, then creating ongoing relationships with them. We will seek out those with
large, loyal social media followings in the lifestyle, travel, fashion and food realms,
inviting them to have a unique experience on Amelia Island in exchange for coverage
on their blog or other social media channel. These are economically appealing
opportunities, because for a relatively small investment in their travel expenses, we tap
into new audience networks in an organic way, leveraging the credibility and authority of
the influencer. We will look to Hayworth PR to lead the charge in identifying and
reaching out to influencers, while our staff will actively surface influencers on our own
social networks who interact with the brand. New technology partners including Strutta
(via Digital Edge) and Sprout will bring influencers of interest to our attention.

Earned media impressions can fall into three categories, of positive, neutral or negative
sentiment. From what we observe, we see largely positive sentiment around the
#loveamelia hashtag and throughout our social networks. Vacationers are relaxed,
satisfied and feeling at their best while on Amelia Island. Neutral sentiment is found on
channels that provide straightforward information or utilities. Negative sentiment can be
identified by combing message boards on UGC sites, where users go to anonymously
(or not) voice their concerns about services offered. This brings reputation management
to the foreground. The AICVB will equip businesses owners on how to respond to each
type of sentiment most effectively. Particularly in response to negative sentiment, a swift
apology, explanation and invitation to return for a superior experience can do more to
build a business’ credibility than uniformly positive reviews.

Converged media combines the scale of paid media, the brand control and planning
capabilities inherent in owned media, and the dynamic potential of earned media all in a
single campaign. The AICVB will move increasingly toward programs that capture the
strengths of each of these media types.

To bring converged media to life, we can use the example of the Visit Florida London
Co-op. Taking advantage of Visit Florida’s international footprint and negotiating power,
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we will target an audience of London women seeking to escape toward sunnier climes.
Visit Florida will canvas London bus stops, taxis and other media in January and March,
with additional exposure on TripAdvisor, inviting the audience to Florida. The social
experimental portion will see Visit Florida take over a nail salon, replete with a palate of
branded colors including one evocative of Amelia Island. Users will be invited to snap
footsies, or foot selfies, of themselves against an Amelia Island beach backdrop, to
share with friends online. This captive audience will be pampered with pedicures while
enjoying scenes from Amelia Island, the sponsor.

In this way, we leverage the efficiency of Visit Florida as an organization and Florida as
a brand while surfacing Amelia Island at consumer touch-points...literally! These fleeting
moments of luxury service serve as a foretaste of the full experience to come. Our paid
sponsorship and “owned” presence in the physical space extend an invitation to women
to share their dreams of winter sunshine over social media, opening the possibility of
very positive earned impressions in a key market.

Social Media Amplification
With a content marketing mindset based on consumer insight and data that helps us
see what moves our target audiences, we pay to showcase and amplify our owned
media - website, blog, social, videos, photos, even the Welcome Center. All of these
elements are assets that we control and own. If we execute them well, we reap benefits
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in many forms including authentic shares, the attention of influencers, enhances Google
rankings and higher quality web traffic.

Consumer and Industry Events: special events, meetings and travel trade

This year, Amelia Island will invest in a special holiday event intended to drive visitation
and room nights during December, a month with historically low occupancy. Dickens on
Centre not only highlights the unique Victorian atmosphere of Amelia Island, but
benefits local merchants with foot traffic, animates the streetscape for the delight of
residents and provides continuity between the two signature bookends: the Holiday
Home Tour and Bed & Breakfast Tour of Inns. To provide information on things to do
and places to stay during the holiday season, the AICVB has launched
AmeliaIslandChristmas.com, also used as a landing page for digital media. With
attractive efficiencies in vendor pricing year-over-year, the plan is for the first year to
serve as a pilot, with greater visitation and buzz in subsequent years.
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Stakeholder Resources
Our marketing plans are not effective without the support and participation of our
stakeholders.

Board of County Commissioners
The BOCC has given us the freedom to execute our marketing plans and the assets to
do the job. Two times during the economic downturn the BOCC increased the bed tax
which has allowed us to grow our tourism efforts which has increased overall visitation
and the economic impact to our community.

City Commissioners
The City of Fernandina Beach has been a responsive partner in our tourism efforts.
From making city assets available such as hanging the city banners for free or waiving
usage fees to assisting with ordinance changes such as the sale of alcohol on Sundays,
the city’s partnership has been essential to our success.

Lodging and Tourism Partners
Our lodging and tourism partners have many opportunities to work with the AICVB to
leverage our budgets and positioning through promotions and cooperative advertising.
From providing rooms and activities for giveaways to actively participating in co-op
advertising, our stakeholders are the main stars in our productions.

Partner resources
The AITDC structure uses no local tax dollars, membership, or advertising fees in our
operations. The vast majority of our partner resources are available to stakeholders at
no cost.
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Free Partner Benefits
1. Listing on ameliaisland.com, site reaches over 1M people/year and has won
multiple awards.
2. Submit events to the Amelia Island Calendar on ameliaisland.com
3. Share your stories, photos, news to be featured on social media channels and on
Amelia Island Blog
4. Use Amelia Island hashtags to reach travelers and influencers around the globe
#ameliaisland #loveamelia
5. Cutting-edge market research on visitors, who they are, what brings them here
6. Get listed in Visitors Guide, sent to 15,000 people in 2015 and distributed at
Welcome Center
7. Get Visitors Guides to display and give away at your business (we deliver)
8. Stay ahead of the competition by developing capabilities and sharing best
practices with the Social Media Blueprint, workshop, and resources on
ameliaislandtdc.com
9. Display collateral materials and promote events at the spectacular Amelia Island
Welcome Center (open seven days a week, 364 days a year.)
10. Yours for the asking: Historic District Walking Tour, Artrageous Artwalk, and Bike
Maps. Meetings brochure, Clean Beaches Door Hanger
11. Opportunity to host travel writers and be a part of press releases
12. Take part in promotional programs: Value Card Free Night, Any Night, Seaside
Salute
13. Amelia Island photos from our press room and in TDC site photo gallery
14. Join VISIT FLORIDA’s popular Twitter Chats

Additionally, partners can take advantage of discounted programs including:
Print and digital co-ops
E-mail blasts to the TDC database
Travel trade events

For a full overview, visit ameliaislandtdc.com.
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Appendices
Professional Development

The AITDC understands the value of partnership and participation in professional
development opportunities within our industry. The AITDC and its staff members are
part of the following trade associations:

Destination Marketing Association International (DMAI)
Florida Association of Destination Marketing Organizations (FADMO)
U.S. Travel Association
Florida Restaurant and Lodging Association (FRLA)
Visit Florida
Brand USA
American Society of Association Executives (ASAE)

The AITDC will attend the following development and education shows:
FL Governor’s Conference on Tourism
FADMO annual meeting
FADMO marketing summit
DMAI Annual Meeting
DMAI CEO Forum
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FY2016 Budget

FY 2016 Budget
Description
Tourist Dev. Funds

$4,567,500

Reserve/Carry Forward

$750,000

Cost of Collection

$137,025

Net Tourist Dev. Funds

TDC Admin

$5,180,475

$664,571

Marketing

$3,379,809

Travel Trade

$693,000

Beach Improvements

$433,095
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Media Placement:
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Content Marketing Snapshot
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Hayworth Public Relations
2015 - 2016 Program of Work
GOAL
Promote Amelia Island, its partners, events, and experiences as a relaxing and
rewarding vacation retreat in Florida, attracting meeting guests and vacationers from
around the world through frequent and varied positive print, online, and broadcast
media coverage.

STRATEGIES


Proactively pitch national media outlets and generate travel coverage of the
destination



Capitalize on established relationships with key media contacts to secure
additional national print and broadcast coverage for the destination



Increase digital presence through working with digital influencers and working
with digital marketing team to increase editorial exposure on key sites



Expand promotion of the destination as a viable choice for affordable,
effective meetings



Execute creative ideas with broad media appeal to generate significant
positive exposure



Provide targeted pitches, based on research of each specific market, to
media contacts in expanding air travel market



Invite writers and visitors to re-discover the destination and experience
accommodations, attractions, events, etc.



Leverage promotional opportunities with Jacksonville International Airport to
put Amelia Island top of mind with incoming passengers and local residents



Position the destination as the premier vacation destination of choice over
any other warm-weather location option for leisure guests utilizing the
destination’s brand “Come Make Memories”



Identify and develop fresh story ideas to feed the ongoing editorial feature
pipeline
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Direct individual and group media familiarization programs with wellrespected, qualified travel journalists



Connect like promotional partners with the destination for national and
regional exposure through contests, sweepstakes, special events, and similar
programs, with specific focus on big-box retail outlets



Expand participation in existing on-island events through increased media
coverage, with additional support for CVB-led events



Maintain ongoing and frequent interaction with past visitors and create
interaction with potential visitors through the monthly e-newsletter



Maintain consistent branding and messaging through all initiatives



Educate local industry to stimulate participation in and support of specific
initiatives

TACTICS


Create a consumer activation point in New York City in Q1 or Q2 to incorporate a
media element as well



Host at least one digital influencer-specific media fam trip to increase presence
online between blogs and social media coverage



Coordinate a large promotion opportunity with a lifestyle or wellness brand tied to
Amelia Island – examples include Lilly Pulitzer, Spartina, Benjamin Moore



Coordinate a holiday media mailer incorporating cookie recipes to be distributed
to top media promoting 2016 holiday programming



Provide PR support for Christmas in July on Amelia Island initiative



Assist in providing media materials and possible pre- and post-familiarization
tours for media at VISIT FLORIDA’s Florida Encounter tradeshow



Host a culinary-specific media familiarization trip to emphasize the culinary
assets of Amelia Island



Host an invitation-only lunch for media in Atlanta to promote holiday campaign for
2015



Bring in writers on individual press trips from targeted Canadian publications to
promote Amelia Island as an ideal international destination
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Host a minimum of 12 qualified domestic writers through individual visits



Write and distribute press releases to national, regional and niche media outlets,
which includes a quarterly round up announcing special events that currently
draw/or have the potential to draw overnight guests; optimize eight press
releases per year for SEO



Conduct one-on-one deskside media appointments in key markets, including
New York, Boston, Orlando, Atlanta/Birmingham, and Washington, DC



Participate in VISIT FLORIDA’s Annual Toronto Media Event



Secure one national, seven regional and five in-state promotions, which will
provide non-traditional exposure requiring minimal cash investment



Provide press materials to CVB staff attending various tradeshows for additional
trade media coverage



Confirm interviews for CVB staff, as appropriate, with trade editors at tradeshows



Respond to crisis situations as necessary to ensure release of accurate
information and minimize and negative impact on visitation



Prepare copy for three monthly blog posts for leisure guests



Maintain current and useful information for media on the online press section



Conduct annual town hall forum for tourism leaders to discuss upcoming PR
events and opportunities for participation. Provide calendar for 2015-2016
campaigns and activities



Compile a comprehensive list of editorial opportunities, targeting a variety of
media outlets, including – but not limited to – meeting trades; daily newspapers;
regional, women’s consumer, family, men’s consumer and travel specific
magazines; in-flight publications; syndicated articles; broadcast media; and
specialty niche publications such as fishing, culinary, epicurean, outdoor, golf
and spa



Monitor and respond to media leads from VISIT FLORIDA, SATW E-news, Media
Kitty, and HARO



Respond to all media inquiries within 24 hours, and supply requested materials to
media within 48 hours
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